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Abstract

To leverage significant software development effort, general purpose unstructured codes are often used in structured or semi-structured applications. We show that $O(n \log n)$ computational complexities, competitive with classic Fourier methods, are achievable for some classes of semi-structured spectral element applications.
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1. Introduction

Many three-dimensional flow problems in science and engineering feature geometries that are homogeneous in at least one flow direction. Two examples are the high-aspect-ratio domains in Fig. 1, which shows spectral element (SE) meshes currently being used for simulations of Rayleigh-Bénard convection (a) and reactor core cooling (b). In these cases, the numerical simulation costs can often be reduced by recasting the original problem (or subproblem) in terms of eigenvectors of the (discrete) one-dimensional operators to yield a set of decoupled problems of lower dimension. Here, we consider application of this approach to reduce three-dimensional problems to independent two-dimensional subproblems. The costs of performing the transformations and solving the subproblems is addressed, and we show that it is possible to achieve $O(n \log n)$ complexity for $n$-gridpoint problems in $\mathbb{R}^3$.

2. Problem formulation

We consider the Poisson equation, which is representative of the pressure solve, the stiffest substep in our Navier-Stokes solver [1]. Let the domain of interest be

$\Omega := [0, L_z] \times \Omega_{2D},$ with $\Omega_{2D}$ invariant with respect to $z$.

The SE method is based on the weak formulation: Find $u \in X^N$ such that $(\nabla v, \nabla u) = (v, f) \forall v \in X^N$, where $X^N$ is the finite-dimensional set of SE basis functions that vanish on the boundary $\partial \Omega$. Let

$$f(x,y,z) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_{x,y}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} f_i(x,y) \psi_j(z),$$

$$(f, g) = \int_0^{L_z} \int_{\Omega_{2D}} f g \, dx \, dy,$$

denote respectively the functional form of elements in $X^N$ and the $L^2$ inner-product on $\Omega$. Inserting these into the weak formulation gives rise to the matrix problem

$$A \vec{u} = B \vec{f},$$

where $\vec{u}$ is the vector of $n = n_x n_y$ unknown basis coefficients, $A = B_1 \otimes A_{2D} + A_2 \otimes B_{2D}$, $B = B_1 \otimes B_{2D}$, and

$$(A_i)_{ij} := \int_0^{L_z} \int_{\Omega_{2D}} \psi_j(x,y) \phi_i(x,y) \, dx \, dy,$$

$$(B_i)_{ij} := \int_0^{L_z} \psi_j(x,y) \, dx,$$

$$(A_{2D})_{ij} := \int_{\Omega_{2D}} \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial y} \frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial y} \, dx \, dy,$$

$$(B_{2D})_{ij} := \int_{\Omega_{2D}} \phi_i(x,y) \, dx \, dy.$$ 

(We recall that the tensor, or Kronecker, product $C = A \otimes B$ denotes the block matrix with entries $a_{ij} b_{ij}$.)

Under the tensor-product assumptions, the discrete problem can be cast as

$$A \vec{u} = (S^T \otimes I)^{-1} (I \otimes A_{2D} + A_2 \otimes B_{2D}) (S \otimes I)^{-1} \vec{u} = B \vec{f} =: \vec{g},$$

(1)
where $S = (\mathbf{S}_x, \mathbf{S}_y, \ldots, \mathbf{S}_s)$ and $\Lambda_s = \text{diag}(\lambda_s)$ contain the eigenpairs satisfying $A_s \mathbf{S}_s = \lambda_s B_s \mathbf{S}_s$ and $S_i^T B_i S_j = \delta_{ij}$. The advantage of (1) is that the matrix $I \otimes A_{2D} + \Lambda \otimes B_{2D}$ is block diagonal and thus represents $n_x$ independent two-dimensional subproblems of size $n_y$.

Solution of (1) involves three steps: $\mathbf{w}_k = (S^T \otimes I) \mathbf{g}_k$; solution of $(A_{2D} + \lambda_k B_{2D}) \mathbf{w}_k = \mathbf{w}_k$, for $k = 1, \ldots, n_z$; and $\mathbf{u} = (S \otimes I) \mathbf{w}$. If we view the basis coefficients as matrices, then the transformation from physical to wave space,

$$w_{ik} = [(S^T \otimes I) G]_{ik} = \sum_{j=1}^{n_z} S_j^T g_{ij} = \sum_{j=1}^{n_z} g_{ij} S_{jk} = (GS)_{ik},$$

(2)

and the inverse transform, $U = V S^T$, are simply matrix-matrix products, which are very efficient on all architectures. If $n_z \ll n_y$, (Fig. 1a), then the cost of applying $S$ or $S^T$ is subdominant to that of solving the two-dimensional subproblems. However, if $n_z$ is relatively large compared with $n_y$, (Fig. 1b), then the cost of this step can become prohibitive, especially in the multiprocessor case, where it is desirable to store the $n_x \times n_y$ matrix $S$ on each processor. One can significantly reduce this cost if the one-dimensional problem in the $z$ direction has periodic boundary conditions and is discretized with $K_z$ spectral elements of uniform size and order $N_z$. Under these conditions, $A_z$ has the block-circulant form $A_z = I \otimes \tilde{A} + \Pi \otimes \Gamma + \Pi^T \otimes \Gamma^T$, where $\Pi = (\tilde{\mathbf{S}}, \tilde{\mathbf{S}}, \ldots, \tilde{\mathbf{S}}_{K-1})$ is a cyclic permutation of the columns of the identity, $\tilde{\mathbf{S}}$, and $\tilde{\mathbf{A}}$ and $\Gamma$ are $N_z \times N_z$ blocks. Because $\Pi$ and $\Pi^T$ are diagonalized by the Fourier matrix [2], it is possible to evaluate (2) in only $O(n N_z K_z)$ operations. Most important, the storage for $S$ is reduced by a factor of $K_z$.

### 3. Two-dimensional solves

The reduced SE problems are solved by using conjugate gradient iteration. As originally proposed by Deville and Mund [3], we precondition these problems with a system $A_{FE}$ that is based on a finite-element discretization having nodes coincident with the SE nodes. Finite-element preconditioning gives bounded iteration counts, so the approach is scalable provided that the preconditioner cost is low. Fortunately, for the two-dimensional case, the sparse matrix problems arising from the low-order discretization can be solved in $O(n_{y}, \log n_{y})$ time using nested-dissection orderings [4].

Consider the solution of $A_{FE} \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{b}$ using a direct method when $A_{FE}$ is sparse and symmetric positive definite. A sparse Cholesky factorization $A_{FE} = LL^T$ is computed and the solution obtained by using forward and backward sparse triangular solutions $L \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{b}$ and $L^T \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{b}$. The major difficulty with sparse Cholesky factorization is fill-in, namely, zeros in the original matrix that become nonzeros in the factors. Fill-in is controlled by computing a suitable permutation using graph-theoretic methods in a first ordering step, ‘nested dissection’ orderings result in optimal fill-in (to within a constant factor) for sparse matrices associated with finite-difference and finite-element grids [4]. Ordering is followed by a symbolic factorization to determine the nonzero structure of $L$. Both these steps are relatively inexpensive and are followed by the numeric factorization step, which dominates the cost. The cost of triangular solution using the factor is of lower order, and on serial machines it is quite negligible compared with the cost of factorization.

Parallel sparse numeric factorization can be performed effectively on multiprocessors using either multifrontal or column-block methods [5,7,9], which leave the factors distributed across the processors, ready for the next solution step. Parallel triangular solution involves tree-structured computation; task parallelism is exploited by allocating disjoint subtrees to each processor for local phase computations. Computations at a vertex $i$ involve all processors assigned local phase subtrees rooted at descendants of $i$. Columns of $L$ associated with vertex $i$ are stored as a small dense matrix $L_i$, which can be partitioned into the triangular part $L_i$ and an update part $U_i$. The system used for forward solution has the form $L_i \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{b}_i$, where $\mathbf{b}_i$ contains the corresponding components of the right-hand side vector. The vector $\mathbf{y}$ is then used to compute $\mathbf{z} = U_i \mathbf{y}$, an update to the right-hand side vector components associated with the system at the parent of node $i$. The backward solution step.
is a direct analog with the computation proceeding down from the root to the leaves of the compute tree.

On multiprocessors, the columns of the matrix $L_i$ are mapped to processors to share the arithmetic work and memory requirements. When the latency of communication is relatively large, distributed dense substitution for solving $L_i \cdot y = b_y$ becomes a performance bottleneck. Even with the use of sophisticated pipelining techniques very large matrices are required to achieve good efficiency [6]. For sparse matrices from finite-difference and finite-element schemes in two space dimensions, however, the size of largest dense submatrix is relatively small (proportional to the square root of the matrix dimension). Thus, on parallel multiprocessors, if the triangular solution is not performed efficiently, a few solutions can easily require more time than factorization. To address this problem, we developed latency-tolerant selective inversion (SI) in which the inverse of $L_i$ is computed and stored explicitly at each vertex $i$ in the compute tree [8,10–12]. Since $y$ is given by $L_i^{-1} \cdot b_y$, we therefore replaced substitution with matrix-vector multiplication, which is highly parallel. For this application, we use SI-2, the SI scheme with a two-way data mapping [12] implemented in our solver package [9]. Fig. 2 relates a tree-structured four-processor SI-based scheme to the Cholesky factors of a sparse matrix associated with a $7 \times 7$ five-point finite-difference grid.

We next provide some complexity results for our SI implementation. We assume that the multiprocessor has the following model of communication costs. The cost of sending $m$ words in a single message is $\alpha + \beta m$, where $\alpha$ is the startup (or latency) and $\beta$ is the per word transfer cost ($\alpha$ is typically orders of magnitude larger than $\beta$). We also assume that a global reduction operation with $P$ processors can be implemented with $\log_2 P$ messages using a multidimensional hypercube type algorithm. We now state the following results adapted from [11,12].

**Lemma 1** Consider the sparse linear system of dimension $n_{xy}$ associated with the model five-point, finite-difference two-dimensional $\sqrt{n_{xy}} \times \sqrt{n_{xy}}$ grid. Assume that a nested dissection ordering is used for fill-reduction and that the triangular solution is performed by using $P$ processors with the SI-2 scheme. The communication costs at a processor are

$$\frac{3}{2}((\log_2 P)^2 + \log_2 P) + 3\beta \sqrt{n_{xy}} \log_2 P.$$  

The results in Lemma 1 also hold for sparse matrices associated with two-dimensional finite-element schemes. The number of messages and hence the latency cost remain unchanged. The communication volume is of the form $c \sqrt{n_{xy}} \log_2 P$, where $c$ is a constant that depends on the type of elements used and the order of the method. Observe that for SI-2, the latency cost of $\frac{3}{2}((\log_2 P)^2 + \log_2 P)$ is independent of the matrix dimension ($n_{xy}$). Consequently, the performance of SI-2 is significantly better than that of a traditional substitution-based scheme with latency costs that grow as $O(\sqrt{n_{xy}}/P)$.

**4. Conclusions**

We have presented an approach for achieving $O(n \log n)$ solution complexity for three-dimensional problems discretized with the spectral element method or other tensor-product bases. Initial numerical tests indicate that this theoretical complexity estimate can be realized in practice.
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